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Development of the Hungarian components



Main target: the Roma 





Percentage of Roma in 
Hungary

Most researchers’ estimations for the percentage of Roma vary 
from 6% to 10% of the population 



Percentage of Roma in Hungary
 -perceived



The stereotypes of Roma
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„Gipsy crime”
 

in the media 



The „Guard-phenomenon”:”fighting 
against Gipsy crime”



The Guard-phenomenon 


 

Prejudices a in Eastern Europe are generally linked 
to strong anti-establishment attitudes. This is 
blatantly obvious in the region’s “guard”

 phenomenon, where right-wing parties support the 
formation of paramilitary organizations that openly 
question the state’s monopoly on violence. 

Bulgaria





 

These
 

groups practically call for an alternative state 
organization. 
◦

 

Bulgaria’s National Guard organization came first in the 
summer of 2007, 

◦

 

followed by the Hungarian Guard (Magyar Gárda) in 
autumn 2007

◦

 

and the Czech National Guard

 

early 2008


 

The West’s extreme right-wing groups therefore do not 
really threaten democratic stability, while their Eastern 
European counterparts might. 

Czech Republic Slovakia



Guard as a sufficient recruiting 
tool
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… And the result:

Jobbik’s success: 14,8% of the votes on the 2009 EP election (triple of

 
the previous estimations), 16,7% on the parliamentary elections in 
2010



Distribution of Jobbik
 

votes
 

in 
Hungary: 2009
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Strong correlation (R=0.8) 
between the ratio of the 
Roma on county level (%) 
and Jobbik results (%)
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„Gipsy crime exists”
 

-2010 
municipality elections campaign 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIgDVxBwP1A



„Gipsy crime exists”
 

-2010 
municipality elections campaign 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIgDVxBwP1A



„Gipsy crime”
 

as successful 
mobilization strategy

„Joint effort against Gipsy 
terror”-

 

Gyöngyöspata 

Anti-Roma March in Helyőszalonta

Better Future Civil Guard rally in Gyöngyöspata



The new mayor of Gyöngyöspata

Successful field experiment: provoking conflicts Inviting Guards Winning 
elections (Oszkár Juhász)
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Jobbik's support in the previous two years
(%, average of data of Medián, Szonda‐Ipsos, Századvég, Tárki  polling 

institutes)
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választókorú népesség

Decided voters with party preferences

All eligible to vote

Chances for further political growth:
•Continuing austerity measures, increasing social conflicts 
•Falling popularity of the governmental party Fidesz and the lack

 

of 
left-wing opposition 



„Gipsy Crime”
 

as the Synonym of 
Truth


 

The slogan targets two enemies at the same time: the 
political elite and Roma 
◦

 

The Roma are responsible for most violent crime
◦

 

BUT politicians, policy egg-heads and opinion-leaders are lying to 
the peopel and want to cover this

 

truth from the People

 

(or they 
are behind this proccess…)

◦

 

Jobbik

 

is the only dares to deal with this problem and expressing 
the truth 

„This is not prejudice, this is experience, this is the truth. But there 
was total silence on this topic, and Jobbik and the Hungarian 
Guard had the historical role to break this silence” Gábor Vona, 
president of Jobbik, 2009



 

Perfect term for populist political mobilization



Thank you for your Thank you for your 
attention!attention!
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